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About This Game

Like its predecessors, Crash Time 3, the new installment of the well-known action racing game series, offers varied gameplay in
top quality. The German game forge Synetic has once more taken the graphics engine a significant step further. In a gorgeous

game world, completely explorable on wheels, the player gets to solve gripping criminal cases and master other diverse
assignments.

An overview of essential innovations in Crash Time 3:
Completely reworked Story Mode: The previously published parts of the Crash Time series already offered tons of

breathtaking action. Crash Time 3 also includes an all-new storyline. Right from the start, the player learns about the destructive
power of a terrorist organization that will cross our heroes' path again and again during the game. In the course of the game, the

player's objective is to discover more and more details and information regarding a series of crimes that seem to have no
connection at first, and then solve everything in a grand finale.

Extended scope of action: The player is immersed deeper into the game's storyline, interviewing informants and collecting
information. And the player gets to decide how to proceed while completing the missions – simply stop the opponent with a

block pass, or employ other means to achieve the given objective?
Pathfinding – improved navigation: An intelligent AI allows delinquent opponents to calculate the shortest paths

automatically, and adapts the vehicle performance to the road conditions.
Fantastic driving physics: A state-of-the-art physics system offers an even more realistic driving experience.

Score card: The score card lists the status of missions, the efficiency of the player's approach, and the game results in great
detail.

A gripping storyline and more than 70 missions with many different challenges await the player
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Bad guys try to avoid capture with all kinds of tricks and driving stunts

Area of 32 km2with more than 200 km of city streets and autobahn where you get to drive around by day and by night

More than 40 vehicles, from police cars and airport fire engines to tricycles

The Story mode creates a dense atmosphere

The dynamic pathfinder function of vehicles creates variation and increases the replay value

Typical ambiance of the series, with extremely fast car chases and explosive crashes
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this is such a fun game i would reccommend if you love destruction and cars PLUS cheats to unclok every car in the game scout
is the apc scout plus infinite nitro= the fastest dedliest moving thing on wheels. Great game!!

For this amount of money you can't let this game go. It's real fun to drive as a police car in the city and on the autobahn. It really
feels like Germany.

Great job!!

Great for cruising.. This is upgraded version from Crash Time 2.

The gameplay and graphics are still very much or closely the same. But as far I have now played the missions seems to be more
sensible and worst flaws in missions are fixed.
Also the worlds best (not so) voice acting is still here.

My son liked very much previous version and I'm pretty sure that he likes this version at least as much if not even more.
. Excellent game. Like Grand Theft Auto Germany.. bought it from sale, AND i've had Crash time 2 to xbox360 with 100%
completion, and i have to say that this 3rd one is same annoying missions and this one has bad voice acting too, and not that but
the rating thingy is just stupid just like that 2nd one, dont buy, instead get flatout or burnout, this game is jst waste of money
only plus thing is the cotrol setup for steering wheel and new cars and mini missions. other not so. :/ i'd give 2/5 stars. I enjoyed
every aspect of it.
Cases are a little bit silly but the game offers a hand full of things, carrier, single races (with what ever has wheels), split screen
races, and patrol mode that easily can be just driving mode (see city car driving for example).
It's a good optimised for low end pc too.

It makes me purcase Crash times II because I have the feeling that it has a better story.. Worth it if it's on sale. I don't know of
any other games where you can be the polizei and make cars explode by running over them in a tank at the same time, so it has
that going for it.

Also, don't believe what they say about the integrated graphics not working. It's a lie.. I got bored with it after a while its not the
best.
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FUN FUN FUN, after playing some simulators then a little fun with this game is veeeeery nice. I've been playing for two hours,
and all I feel like I've done is pull some people over on the street.

For an open world, the maps aren't that big. The quests are really boring (go pull over 5 semi trucks, drive to the gas station,
bring so and so to a meeting), and I haven't seen one lick of "racing." I understand starting off with a dinky car is something
most racing games will do, but there is no peek as to what I might be able to earn, and no upgrade system. The game seems to
place its focus on a lackluster story instead of racing... As for crashing, you're a police officer who pulls those reckless drivers
over. You're certainly not doing any crashing. In fact, the game punishes you for putting scratches on the car in the form of
reducing the amount of stars you earn for completing chalenges.. this is the most best car game EVER CREATED
. Hey there look I just got this game on sale and its pretty good , looks a little dated maybe but runs real smooth , basicaly if you
are a fan of mission based racing type games which are set in an open world this "open world" is very detailed and the geometry
seems spot on so does the physics , impressive for games at this price ..... this game closed my monitor. mehhhh.... its okay, but
has the WORST VOICE ACTING I HAVE EVER SEEN A GAME.. FUN FUN FUN, after playing some simulators then a
little fun with this game is veeeeery nice. love this game! great driver game. Crash Time 3, is a very good game (in my opinion
anyway). Who remembers World Racing 2? I had that game, and I must say this game is like a much better version of that
game.

(Just without the licensed cars). It even has SplitScreen (no actual multiplayer). So this game is ideal if you have a relative or a
friend who wants to play with you. (There is even a freeroam chat for splitscreen).

Also this game is a bit like a Michael Bay movie, it's just explosions, explosions, explosions. It could very well be a episode of
MythBuster in the game.
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